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Abstract

For thousands of years people have realized the importance of archiving and finding information. With
the advent of computers, it became possible to store large amounts of information; and finding useful
information from such collections became a necessity. The field of Information Retrieval (IR) was born
in the 1950s out of this necessity. Over the last forty years,the field has matured considerably. Several
IR systems are used on an everyday basis by a wide variety of users. This article is a brief overview of
the key advances in the field of Information Retrieval, and a description of where the state-of-the-art is
at in the field.

1 Brief History

The practice of archiving written information can be tracedback to around 3000 BC, when the Sumerians
designated special areas to store clay tablets with cuneiform inscriptions. Even then the Sumerians realized
that proper organization and access to the archives was critical for efficient use of information. They developed
special classifications to identify every tablet and its content. (Seehttp://www.libraries.gr for a
wonderful historical perspective on modern libraries.)

The need to store and retrieve written information became increasingly important over centuries, especially
with inventions like paper and the printing press. Soon after computers were invented, people realized that they
could be used for storing and mechanically retrieving largeamounts of information. In 1945 Vannevar Bush
published a ground breaking article titled “As We May Think”that gave birth to the idea of automatic access to
large amounts of stored knowledge. [5] In the 1950s, this idea materialized into more concrete descriptions of
how archives of text could be searched automatically. Several works emerged in the mid 1950s that elaborated
upon the basic idea of searching text with a computer. One of the most influential methods was described by H.P.
Luhn in 1957, in which (put simply) he proposed using words asindexing units for documents and measuring
word overlap as a criterion for retrieval. [17]

Several key developments in the field happened in the 1960s. Most notable were the development of the
SMART system by Gerard Salton and his students, first at Harvard University and later at Cornell Univer-
sity; [25] and the Cranfield evaluations done by Cyril Cleverdon and his group at the College of Aeronautics in
Cranfield. [6] The Cranfield tests developed an evaluation methodology for retrieval systems that is still in use
by IR systems today. The SMART system, on the other hand, allowed researchers to experiment with ideas to
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improve search quality. A system for experimentation coupled with good evaluation methodology allowed rapid
progress in the field, and paved way for many critical developments.

The 1970s and 1980s saw many developments built on the advances of the 1960s. Various models for do-
ing document retrieval were developed and advances were made along all dimensions of the retrieval process.
These new models/techniques were experimentally proven tobe effective on small text collections (several thou-
sand articles) available to researchers at the time. However, due to lack of availability of large text collections,
the question whether these models and techniques would scale to larger corpora remained unanswered. This
changed in 1992 with the inception of Text Retrieval Conference, or TREC1. [11] TREC is a series of evalu-
ation conferences sponsored by various US Government agencies under the auspices of NIST, which aims at
encouraging research in IR from large text collections.

With large text collections available under TREC, many old techniques were modified, and many new tech-
niques were developed (and are still being developed) to do effective retrieval over large collections. TREC has
also branched IR into related but important fields like retrieval of spoken information, non-English language
retrieval, information filtering, user interactions with aretrieval system, and so on. The algorithms developed
in IR were the first ones to be employed for searching the WorldWide Web from 1996 to 1998. Web search,
however, matured into systems that take advantage of the cross linkage available on the web, and is not a focus
of the present article. In this article, I will concentrate on describing the evolution of modern textual IR systems
( [27, 33, 16] are some good IR resources).

2 Models and Implementation

Early IR systems were boolean systems which allowed users tospecify their information need using a complex
combination of boolean ANDs, ORs and NOTs. Boolean systems have several shortcomings, e.g., there is
no inherent notion of document ranking, and it is very hard for a user to form a good search request. Even
though boolean systems usually return matching documents in some order, e.g., ordered by date, or some other
document feature, relevance ranking is often not critical in a boolean system. Even though it has been shown by
the research community that boolean systems are less effective than ranked retrieval systems, many power users
still use boolean systems as they feel more in control of the retrieval process. However, most everyday users
of IR systems expect IR systems to do ranked retrieval. IR systems rank documents by their estimation of the
usefulness of a document for a user query. Most IR systems assign a numeric score to every document and rank
documents by this score. Several models have been proposed for this process. The three most used models in IR
research are the vector space model, the probabilistic models, and the inference network model.

2.1 Vector Space Model

In the vector space model text is represented by a vector ofterms. [28] The definition of a term is not inherent
in the model, but terms are typically words and phrases. If words are chosen as terms, then every word in the
vocabulary becomes an independent dimension in a very high dimensional vector space. Any text can then be
represented by a vector in this high dimensional space. If a term belongs to a text, it gets a non-zero value in the
text-vector along the dimension corresponding to the term.Since any text contains a limited set of terms (the
vocabulary can be millions of terms), most text vectors are very sparse. Most vector based systems operate in
the positive quadrant of the vector space, i.e., no term is assigned a negative value.

To assign a numeric score to a document for a query, the model measures thesimilarity between the query
vector (since query is also just text and can be converted into a vector) and the document vector. The similarity
between two vectors is once again not inherent in the model. Typically, the angle between two vectors is used
as a measure of divergence between the vectors, and cosine ofthe angle is used as the numeric similarity (since1http://trec.nist.gov
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cosine has the nice property that it is 1.0 for identical vectors and 0.0 for orthogonal vectors). As an alternative,
the inner-product (or dot-product) between two vectors is often used as a similarity measure. If all the vectors
are forced to be unit length, then the cosine of the angle between two vectors is same as their dot-product. If~D
is the document vector and~Q is the query vector, then the similarity of documentD to queryQ (or score ofD
for Q) can be represented as: Sim( ~D; ~Q) = Xti2Q;DwtiQ � wtiD
wherewtiQ is the value of theith component in the query vector~Q, andwtiD is the ith component in the

document vector~D. (Since any word not present in either the query or the document has awtiQ or wtiD value
of 0, respectively, we can do the summation only over the terms common in the query and the document.) How
we arrive atwtiQ andwtiD is not defined by the model, but is quite critical to the searcheffectiveness of an IR
system.wtiD is often referred to as theweightof term-i in documentD, and is discussed in detail in Section 4.1.

2.2 Probabilistic Models

This family of IR models is based on the general principle that documents in a collection should be ranked
by decreasing probability of their relevance to a query. This is often calledthe probabilistic ranking principle
(PRP). [20] Since true probabilities are not available to anIR system, probabilistic IR modelsestimatethe
probability of relevance of documents for a query. This estimation is the key part of the model, and this is where
most probabilistic models differ from one another. The initial idea of probabilistic retrieval was proposed by
Maron and Kuhns in a paper published in 1960. [18] Since then,many probabilistic models have been proposed,
each based on a different probability estimation technique.

Due to space limitations, it is not possible to discuss the details of these models here. However, the fol-
lowing description abstracts out the common basis for thesemodels. We denote the probability of relevance
for documentD by P (RjD). Since this ranking criteria is monotonic under log-odds transformation, we can
rank documents bylogP (RjD)P ( �RjD) , whereP ( �RjD) is the probability that the document is non-relevant. This,by

simple bayes transform, becomeslogP (DjR)�P (R)P (Dj �R)�P ( �R) . Assuming that the prior probability of relevance, i.e.,P (R),
is independent of the document under consideration and thusis constant across documents,P (R) andP ( �R) are
just scaling factors for the final document scores and can be removed from the above formulation (for ranking
purposes). This further simplifies the above formulation to: logP (DjR)P (Dj �R) .

Based on the assumptions behind estimation ofP (DjR), different probabilistic models start diverging at
this point. In the simplest form of this model, we assume thatterms (typically words) are mutually independent
(this is often called theindependence assumption), andP (DjR) is re-written as a product of individual term
probabilities, i.e., probability of presence/absence of aterm in relevant/non-relevant documents:P (DjR) = Yti2Q;DP (tijR) � Ytj2Q; �D (1� P (tj jR))
which uses probability of presence of a termti in relevant documents for all terms that are common to the query
and the document, and the probability of absence of a termtj from relevant documents for all terms that are
present in the query and absent from the document. Ifpi denotesP (tijR), andqi denotesP (tij �R), the ranking
formula log(P (DjR)P (Dj �R) ) reduces to: logQti2Q;D pi �Qtj2Q; �D (1� pj)Qti2Q;D qi �Qtj2Q; �D (1� qj)
For a given query, we can add to this a constantlog(Qti2Q 1�qi1�pi ) to transform the ranking formula to use only
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the terms present in a document:log Yti2Q;D pi � (1� qi)qi � (1� pi) or Xti2Q;D log pi � (1� qi)qi � (1� pi)
Different assumptions for estimation ofpi andqi yield different document ranking functions. E.g., in [7] Croft
and Harper assume thatpi is the same for all query terms andpi1�pi is a constant and can be ignored for ranking
purposes. They also assume that almost all documents in a collection are non-relevant to a query (which is very
close to truth given that collections are large) and estimate qi by niN , whereN is the collection size andni is
the number of documents that contain term-i. This yields a scoring function

Pti2Q;D logN�nini which is similar

to the inverse document frequency function discussed in Section 4.1. Notice that if we think oflog pi�(1�qi)qi�(1�pi) as
the weight of term-i in documentD, this formulation becomes very similar to the similarity formulation in the
vector space model (Section 2.1) with query terms assigned aunit weight.

2.3 Inference Network Model

In this model, document retrieval is modeled as an inferenceprocess in an inference network. [32] Most tech-
niques used by IR systems can be implemented under this model. In the simplest implementation of this model,
a document instantiates a term with a certain strength, and the credit from multiple terms is accumulated given
a query to compute the equivalent of a numeric score for the document. From an operational perspective, the
strength of instantiation of a term for a document can be considered as theweightof the term in the document,
and document ranking in the simplest form of this model becomes similar to ranking in the vector space model
and the probabilistic models described above. The strengthof instantiation of a term for a document is not
defined by the model, and any formulation can be used.

2.4 Implementation

Most operational IR systems are based on theinverted listdata structure. This enables fast access to a list
of documents that contain a term along with other information (for example, the weight of the term in each
document, the relative positions of the term in each document, etc.). A typical inverted list may be stored as:ti !< da; ::: >;< db; ::: >; :::; < dn; ::: >
which depicts that term-i is contained inda, db, . . . ,dn, and stores any other information. All models described
above can be implemented using inverted lists. Inverted lists exploit the fact that given a user query, most IR
systems are only interested in scoring a small number of documents that contain some query term. This allows
the system to only score documents that will have a non-zero numeric score. Most systems maintain the scores
for documents in a heap (or another similar data structure) and at the end of processing return the top scoring
documents for a query. Since all documents are indexed by theterms they contain, the process of generating,
building, and storing document representations is calledindexingand the resulting inverted files are called the
inverted index.

Most IR systems use single words as the terms. Words that are considered non-informative, like function
words (the, in, of, a, . . .), also calledstop-words, are often ignored. Conflating various forms of the same word
to its root form, calledstemmingin IR jargon, is also used by many systems. The main idea behind stemming
is that users searching for information onretrieval will also be interested in articles that have information
aboutretrieve, retrieved, retrieving, retriever, and so on. This also makes the system
susceptible to errors due to poor stemming. For example, a user interested ininformation retrieval
might get an article titledInformation on Golden Retrievers due to stemming. Several stemmers
for various languages have been developed over the years, each with its own set of stemming rules. However,
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the usefulness of stemming for improved search quality has always been questioned in the research community,
especially for English. The consensus is that, for English,on average stemming yields small improvements in
search effectiveness; however, in cases where it causes poor retrieval, the user can be considerably annoyed. [12]
Stemming is possibly more beneficial for languages with manyword inflections (like German).

Some IR systems also use multi-word phrases (e.g., “information retrieval”) as index terms. Since phrases
are considered more meaningful than individual words, a phrase match in the document is considered more
informative than single word matches. Several techniques to generate a list of phrases have been explored. These
range from fully linguistic (e.g., based on parsing the sentences) to fully statistical (e.g., based on counting word
cooccurrences). It is accepted in the IR research communitythat phrases are valuable indexing units and yield
improved search effectiveness. However, the style of phrase generation used is not critical. Studies comparing
linguistic phrases to statistical phrases have failed to show a difference in their retrieval performance. [8]

3 Evaluation

Objective evaluation of search effectiveness has been a cornerstone of IR. Progress in the field critically depends
upon experimenting with new ideas and evaluating the effects of these ideas, especially given the experimental
nature of the field. Since the early years, it was evident to researchers in the community that objective evaluation
of search techniques would play a key role in the field. The Cranfield tests, conducted in 1960s, established the
desired set of characteristics for a retrieval system. Eventhough there has been some debate over the years, the
two desired properties that have been accepted by the research community for measurement of search effective-
ness arerecall: the proportion of relevant documents retrieved by the system; andprecision: the proportion of
retrieved documents that are relevant.[6]

It is well accepted that a good IR system should retrieve as many relevant documents as possible (i.e., have
a high recall), and it should retrieve very few non-relevantdocuments (i.e., have high precision). Unfortunately,
these two goals have proven to be quite contradictory over the years. Techniques that tend to improve recall
tend to hurt precision and vice-versa. Both recall and precision are set oriented measures and have no notion
of ranked retrieval. Researchers have used several variants of recall and precision to evaluate ranked retrieval.
For example, if system designers feel that precision is moreimportant to their users, they can use precision in
top ten or twenty documents as the evaluation metric. On the other hand if recall is more important to users,
one could measure precision at (say) 50% recall, which wouldindicate how many non-relevant documents a
user would have to read in order to find half the relevant ones.One measure that deserves special mention
is average precision, a single valued measure most commonly used by the IR research community to evaluate
ranked retrieval. Average precision is computed by measuring precision at different recall points (say 10%, 20%,
and so on) and averaging. [27]

4 Key Techniques

Section 2 described how different IR models can implementedusing inverted lists. The most critical piece of
information needed for document ranking in all models is a term’s weight in a document. A large body of work
has gone into proper estimation of these weights in different models. Another technique that has been shown
to be effective in improving document ranking is query modification viarelevance feedback. A state-of-the-art
ranking system uses an effective weighting scheme in combination with a good query expansion technique.

4.1 Term Weighting

Various methods for weighting terms have been developed in the field. Weighting methods developed under
the probabilistic models rely heavily upon better estimation of various probabilities. [21] Methods developed
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tf is the term’s frequency in document
qtf is the term’s frequency in query
N is the total number of documents in the collection
df is the number of documents that contain the term
dl is the document length (in bytes), and
avdl is the average document length

Okapi weighting based document score: [23]Xt2Q;D lnN � df + 0:5df + 0:5 � (k1 + 1)tf(k1(1� b) + b dlavdl ) + tf � (k3 + 1)qtfk3 + qtfk1 (between 1.0–2.0),b (usually 0.75), andk3 (between 0–1000) are constants.

Pivoted normalization weighting based document score: [30]Xt2Q;D 1 + ln(1 + ln(tf ))(1� s) + s dlavdl � qtf � lnN + 1dfs is a constant (usually 0.20).

Table 1: Modern Document Scoring Schemes

under the vector space model are often based on researchers’experience with systems and large scale exper-
imentation. [26] In both models, three main factors come into play in the final term weight formulation. a)
Term Frequency (or tf): Words that repeat multiple times in adocument are considered salient. Term weights
based ontf have been used in the vector space model since the 1960s. b) Document Frequency: Words that ap-
pear in many documents are considered common and are not veryindicative of document content. A weighting
method based on this, called inverse document frequency (oridf) weighting, was proposed by Sparck-Jones early
1970s. [15] And c) Document Length: When collections have documents of varying lengths, longer documents
tend to score higher since they contain more words and word repetitions. This effect is usually compensated by
normalizing for document lengths in the term weighting method. Before TREC, both the vector space model and
the probabilistic models developed term weighting schemeswhich were shown to be effective on the small test
collections available then. Inception of TREC provided IR researchers with very large and varied test collections
allowing rapid development of effective weighting schemes.

Soon after first TREC, researchers at Cornell University realized that using rawtf of terms is non-optimal,
and a dampened frequency (e.g., a logarithmictf function) is a better weighting metric. [4] In subsequent years,
an effective term weighting scheme was developed under a probabilistic model by Steve Robertson and his
team at City University, London. [22] Motivated in part by Robertson’s work, researchers at Cornell University
developed better models of how document length should be factored into term weights. [29] At the end of this
rapid advancement in term weighting, the field had two widelyused weighting methods, one (often calledOkapi
weighting) from Robertson’s work, and the second (often calledpivoted normalization weighting) from the work
done at Cornell University. Most research groups at TREC currently use some variant of these two weightings.
Many studies have used the phrasetf-idf weightingto refer to any term weighting method that usestf and idf,
and do not differentiate between using a simple document scoring method (like

Pt2Q;D tf � lnNdf ) and a state-of-
the-art scoring method (like the ones shown in Table 1). Manysuch studies claim that their proposed methods
are far superior thantf-idf weighting, often a wrong conclusion based on the poor weighting formulation used.
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4.2 Query Modification

In the early years of IR, researchers realized that it was quite hard for users to formulate effective search requests.
It was thought that adding synonyms of query words to the query should improve search effectiveness. Early
research in IR relied on a thesaurus to find synonyms.[14] However, it is quite expensive to obtain a good general
purpose thesaurus. Researchers developed techniques to automatically generate thesauri for use in query mod-
ification. Most of the automatic methods are based on analyzing word cooccurrence in the documents (which
often produces a list of strongly related words). Most queryaugmentation techniques based on automatically
generated thesaurii had very limited success in improving search effectiveness. The main reason behind this is
the lack of query context in the augmentation process. Not all words related to a query word are meaningful
in context of the query. E.g., even thoughmachine is a very good alternative for the wordengine, this
augmentation is not meaningful if the query issearch engine.

In 1965 Rocchio proposed using relevance feedback for querymodification. [24] Relevance feedback is
motivated by the fact that it is easy for users to judge some documents as relevant or non-relevant for their query.
Using such relevance judgments, a system can then automatically generate a better query (e.g., by adding related
new terms) for further searching. In general, the user is asked to judge the relevance of the top few documents
retrieved by the system. Based on these judgments, the system modifies the query and issues the new query
for finding more relevant documents from the collection. Relevance feedback has been shown to work quite
effectively across test collections.

New techniques to do meaningful query expansion in absence of any user feedback were developed early
1990s. Most notable of these ispseudo-feedback, a variant of relevance feedback. [3] Given that the top few
documents retrieved by an IR system are often on the general query topic, selecting related terms from these
documents should yield useful new terms irrespective of document relevance. In pseudo-feedback the IR sys-
tem assumes that the top few documents retrieved for the initial user query are “relevant”, and does relevance
feedback to generate a new query. This expanded new query is then used to rank documents for presentation to
the user. Pseudo feedback has been shown to be a very effective technique, especially for short user queries.

5 Other Techniques and Applications

Many other techniques have been developed over the years andhave met with varying success.Cluster hy-
pothesisstates that documents that cluster together (are very similar to each other) will have a similar relevance
profile for a given query. [10] Document clustering techniques were (and still are) an active area of research.
Even though the usefulness of document clustering for improved search effectiveness (or efficiency) has been
very limited, document clustering has allowed several developments in IR, e.g., for browsing and search inter-
faces.Natural Language Processing(NLP) has also been proposed as a tool to enhance retrieval effectiveness,
but has had very limited success. [31] Even though document ranking is a critical application for IR, it is defi-
nitely not the only one. The field has developed techniques toattack many different problems like information
filtering [2], topic detection and tracking (or TDT) [1], speech retrieval [13], cross-language retrieval [9], ques-
tion answering [19], and many more.

6 Summing Up

The field of information retrieval has come a long way in the last forty years, and has enabled easier and faster
information discovery. In the early years there were many doubts raised regarding the simple statistical tech-
niques used in the field. However, for the task of finding information, these statistical techniques have indeed
proven to be the most effective ones so far. Techniques developed in the field have been used in many other
areas and have yielded many new technologies which are used by people on an everyday basis, e.g., web search
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engines, junk-email filters, news clipping services. Goingforward, the field is attacking many critical prob-
lems that users face in todays information-ridden world. With exponential growth in the amount of information
available, information retrieval will play an increasingly important role in future.
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